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No More Paradigms 
Davis, Brody & Associates’ Riverbend 
 
  
When Davis, Brody & Associates’ Riverbend Housing opened in 
1968, it was energetically praised by critics and repeatedly held up 
as a talisman to break the spell of New York City’s dismal housing 
design. However, in showing that a lucid alternative could be 
recovered from the troubled urban and construction norms of the 
‘60s, Riverbend also exposed precisely why this was so hard to do: 
Modernism, despite its core claims, had been terrible at providing 
architectural prototypes that could be adequately replicated. 
Instead, it thrived on solutions bound up in the specific conditions 
of a project, making success dependent on the actions of smart and 
forceful practitioners. 
 
Riverbend expressed the potential of this kind of responsive design 
in part because the project had such extreme difficulties to respond 
to. The developer, HRH Construction, had assembled a marginal 
wedge of land at the north end of 5th Avenue, close by the enclaves 
of Lenox Terrace and Riverton but with little else to recommend 
it. An elevated highway cut the site off from its biggest asset, the 
Harlem River to the east. More ominously, the project was subject 
to obsessive government oversight: in ‘60s Manhattan even 
middle-income coops like Riverbend sought direct construction 
subsidies, in this case from the Mitchell Lama program which 
provided development incentives while aggressively policing costs – 
and turning out bargain basement slabs so inexorably that the AIA 
warned its members against taking on these projects. 
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Crucially, Riverbend’s architects and developer not only believed in 
progressive social goals but were committed to working 
pragmatically with existing resources to achieve them. In the first 
episode of his long public life, Richard Ravitch took up the project 
at HRH and brought on Lew Davis and Sam Brody, whom he 
knew through Reform Democratic politics. Davis and Brody had 
built nothing near the scale of Riverbend but were already plotting 
the epic Waterside development with Ravitch and tuning up their 
urbanist ambitions with post-Corbusian thinking. For all three, the 
standard Mitchell Lama product was unacceptable but not 
inevitable, and Riverbend was an opportunity to realize the best 
result possible within the program’s parameters. Accounts of the 
ensuing three-year bureaucratic gauntlet are light on specifics, but 
this likely indicates DBA’s success in pushing through their 
essential concepts, aided by Samuel Ratensky’s advocacy at the 
sponsoring city agency.  
 
DBA’s pragmatism was in service of a straightforward humanism: 
they began work on Riverbend by interviewing potential buyers 
and distilling two housing types. The first was a conventional 
apartment tower, but the second, remarkably, transplanted the 
spatial and social conditions of family life in Harlem’s brownstones 
into a mid-rise building. Rowhouses had appealed to both the 
architects and the prospective tenants, but DBA was 
uncomfortable with the current fashion of scattering them 
gratuitously around the base of high-rises. Instead, the architects 
designed duplexes based on rowhouse layouts, stacked these in 
rows four to five units high, and connected them with open 
circulation galleries. As it turned out, the duplex typology deftly 
countered the grim ambiguities of previous attempts to make 
“streets in the sky”. Recasting the rowhouse stoop as a low-walled  
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patio fronting onto the gallery but raised three steps above it clearly 
defined both spaces. Since the duplexes had access walkways only 
every second floor, daylight could angle well into the patios and 
interiors, permitting the units – unlike almost all precedents – to 
be oriented toward their entrance side. 
 
Sam Brody later noted DBA’s clients often held so strictly to 
program requirements that “the only place where you have some 
flexibility is in the design of connecting space, of public spaces that 
are not usually listed in a building program.” This is exactly how 
Riverbend played out: the housing types were edited almost to 
naked diagrams as a precondition for extended site-specific 
responses. Instead of keeping the towers and duplex slabs distinct, 
DBA joined them up into complex bars that jog along the site’s 
perimeter, creating a street wall animated by changing heights and 
façade patterns (and minimizing vertical circulation cores). The 
interior courtyards are raised over decked parking to look out over 
the adjacent roadway and open to the river. 
 
Given the budget, Riverbend’s formal qualities came directly from 
how it was built. Outdated requirements for subsidized housing 
had ironically locked in construction quality comparable to debased 
“luxury“ standards, allowing DBA to make the most of tectonic 
expression. The concrete structural frame is frequently brought to 
the surface and its profile and texture adjusted for effect, notably at 
the deep edge beams that inscribe a superscale coursing across the 
facades. This frame is infilled with hollow, lightweight 5-1/2” x 8” 
bricks specially developed for Riverbend to optimize construction 
speed. Laid with their long dimension vertical, they produce a 
shingle-like pattern suited to their non-bearing role. The clean 
geometry is maintained by aluminum slider windows that permit 
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large openings with minimal mullions. At night, simple metal 
boxes containing PAR lamps lit up each bay of the duplex galleries, 
giving Riverbend a striking presence on the Harlem River. 
 
For once the residents were almost as satisfied as the critics. 
Riverbend’s strongest constituency was an African-American 
middle-class enthusiastic about living well in Harlem, and the 
design dealt realistically with bourgeois anxieties. The perimeter 
block arrangement and raised courtyards tacitly addressed 
ambivalence toward the neighborhood, which had its share of low-
income projects. Further, the exterior galleries succeeded precisely 
because their configuration emphasized private ownership – which 
some duplex tenants attempted to capitalize on by restricting 
access to the walkways.  
 
Riverbend wasn’t the first investigation of all these strategies in 
New York City1, but it was the most urgent and by far the most 
comprehensive. DBA were aiming for transformation, not 
refinement, and Riverbend enacted a decisive shift of authority 
from architecture to the architect – that is, away from “optimal” 
procedures validated by serial application of a polemic toward an 
ethic of specificity, responsiveness, and invention. The obvious 
impetus was the accelerating failure of debauched Modernist 
propositions, but Riverbend was less a rejection of Modernism 
than a reinvigoration of its research impulse – and it’s hardly 
surprising that Modernism, having exhausted generic explorations, 
would turn to the endless opportunities of the particular. 
Riverbend’s essential lesson wasn’t in its form but in its exhortation 

                                                
1 Many are prefigured in the work of Kelly & Gruzen, where Davis and 
Brody met, and Mayer, Whittlesey & Glass, where Davis briefly worked. 
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to pursue every project on its own terms and, tellingly, there were 
few attempts to treat it as a literal template (although James 
Polshek’s Twin Parks housing reproduces the duplex set-up with 
disarming faithfulness). However, it took time for DBA’s 
contemporaries to fully digest this, and much ensuing work (e.g. 
Twin Parks and Coney Island) is marked by an ambiguity between 
polemical prototyping and situation-specific response. 
 
The difficulty is, DBA’s practice model required the architect to 
not only design intensely but also take on an overarching 
leadership role. Davis’ bracing assertion that  “… you often find 
[bureaucracies] are looking for leadership and will accept it if you 
have a strong position,” elides DBA’s uncanny ability to shape and 
enforce consensus, and it’s unclear how architects without this 
singular skill could follow the same path – but it turns out they 
didn’t need to. Riverbend served in part to stoke the Lindsay 
administration’s interest in design, and DBA’s engaged, situational 
working mode was co-opted into the same structures that had 
resisted it, opening up a period of wide-ranging innovation in New 
York’s public housing. 


